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Abstract
This paper studies the benefit for information providers
in free public information disclosure in settings where the
prospective information buyers are people. The underlying
model, which applies to numerous real-life situations, con-
siders a standard decision making setting where the decision
maker is uncertain about the outcomes of her decision. The
information provider can fully disambiguate this uncertainty
and wish to maximize her profit from selling such informa-
tion. We use a series of AMT-based experiments with people
to test the benefit for the information provider from reducing
some of the uncertainty associated with the decision maker’s
problem, for free. Free information disclosure of this kind
can be proved to be ineffective when the buyer is a fully-
rational agent. Yet, when it comes to people we manage to
demonstrate that a substantial improvement in the informa-
tion provider’s profit can be achieved with such an approach.
The analysis of the results reveals that the primary reason for
this phenomena is people’s failure to consider the strategic
nature of the interaction with the information provider. Peo-
ples’ inability to properly calculate the value of information
is found to be secondary in its influence.

Introduction
Information providers have become an integral part of al-
most every aspect of modern life. Information providing
can have many forms. For example, an information provider
can be an expert: a weatherman offering a forecast for the
weather on our upcoming wedding day, an accountant offer-
ing information about the worth of a company we plan to
take over on or a mechanic offering a reliable estimate for
the value of a used car we intend to buy. Another example is
information platforms or services such as TripAdvisor that
provides traveling-related information, CarFax that provides
detailed reports on used cars and online credit-report ser-
vices. Common to all the above, that they aim to provide the
user with information about the identity, nature or value of
the different opportunities that can potentially become avail-
able to her in a given environment. The information provided
eliminates much of the uncertainty associated with the out-
comes of different decision alternatives, hence its value.

While the study of information providers in multi-agent
settings is extensive, the focus of prior work aiming to
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study strategic behavior of such entities is mostly limited
to how they should price their services (Alkoby, Sarne, and
David 2014; Lai et al. 2014; Cheng and Koehler 2003;
Hajaj and Sarne 2014; Sarne, Alkoby, and David 2014b). In
this paper we investigate a complimentary means aiming to
increase the likelihood of information purchase—an a priori
free information disclosure.

The main idea of free information disclosure is that
through the elimination of some of the possible outcomes,
knowing the true outcome becomes highly valuable. For ex-
ample, consider a passenger that is about to go on a flight
from NY to Paris in order to attend an important business
meeting. Now suppose the possible outcomes of the flight
are: (i) arriving on time, with an a priori probability of
94.4%; (ii) arriving an hour late, with an a priori probability
of 4.1%; or (iii) missing the meeting because the flight gets
canceled due to a union strike, with an a priori probability
of 1.5%. Knowing the true outcome (e.g., by purchasing it
from an oracle or a corrupted union member) has very lit-
tle value, as the chance of not arriving to the meeting on
time is very small (1.5%). However assume the oracle pub-
licly announces that the flight is not going to arrive on time
(i.e., eliminating the first outcome, hence reducing the set
of possible outcomes to the latter two). Now, there is much
value in being able to distinguish between the two remaining
outcomes—the naive posterior probability of ending up with
a canceled flight due to a strike is 27%. Therefore the pas-
senger will be willing to pay a substantial amount in order
to obtain this information. Still, the above naive probability
update process does not take into account the strategic con-
siderations that lead the information provider to publicly dis-
close some of the information she holds. The incorporation
of the strategic aspect of the interaction results in a somehow
different probabilistic update and in fact we can prove that
free information disclosure is necessarily detrimental in this
case. However, when dealing with people, the above does
not necessarily hold. It is well known that people are often
irrational (Rabin 1998; Kahneman 2000; Azaria et al. 2015;
Buntain, Azaria, and Kraus 2014). Therefore, it is possible
that they will not take into consideration the strategic nature
of the interaction or even fail to properly reason about the
value of information to some extent, making free informa-
tion disclosure beneficial for the information provider.

This paper provides a comprehensive experimental evalu-



ation of the above approach whenever interacting with peo-
ple, attempting to identify the main sources of people’s in-
ability to make the right decision when it comes to informa-
tion purchasing. It uses a testbed that captures a core “value
of information” problem setting of the kind described above,
with an information provider that can fully disambiguate the
uncertainty associated with outcomes. The experiments in-
volve 300 subjects experiencing a total of 6000 information
purchasing decisions, interacted through Amazon Mechani-
cal Turk using three different treatments.

Contributions. The paper makes two main contributions.
The first is showing that, unlike with fully rational buy-
ers, when it comes to people free information disclosure
can substantially improve the information provider’s profit
from selling information. The second is showing that the im-
provement achieved is mostly because of people’s inability
to take into consideration the strategic nature of the inter-
action rather than their somehow limited ability to properly
calculate the value of information.

The Model
We consider the basic standard model of a self-interested in-
formation provider and a prospective information buyer (de-
noted “buyer” onwards). The buyer is facing a simple de-
cision problem involving an opportunity O available to her,
where the possible available alternatives are to exploit op-
portunity O or opt-out not to exploit it. The set of possible
exploitation outcomes (corresponding to different possible
nature states) is denoted V = {v1,v2, ...,vn}, where the corre-
sponding a priori probability of each value v ∈V is captured
by the function p(v) (∑ p(vi) = 1). If choosing to opt-out the
buyer gains some fallback profit v /0. The buyer and the in-
formation provider are symmetric in the sense that they are
both familiar with V and the function p(v). The information
provider is also acquainted with the true state of the world,
i.e., knows the true exploitation value of O and can sell this
information to the buyer for a fee. In an effort to increase her
profit, the information provider can use a strategic behavior
and publicly eliminate some of the possible outcomes of O
such that this information becomes available to the buyer be-
fore she makes her decision of whether to purchase the iden-
tity of the true outcome or not. We denote this latter strategy
PFID (Preliminary partial Free Information Disclosure) for
short.

The course of the game is therefore as follows: nature first
sets the true exploitation outcome v of the opportunity O; the
value v becomes available to the information provider who
sets the requested fee c for revealing v along with eliminat-
ing (publicly) some of the values in V , such that the remain-
ing possible values are those in the subset D ⊆ V ; based on
c and D, the buyer can decide either to purchase the true ex-
ploitation value of O, in which case the value v is disclosed
to her, or not; finally, the buyer decides whether to exploit
opportunity O.

The model assumes that both the exploitation values and
the cost of purchasing the information from the informa-
tion provider are additive. The goal of the buyer is therefore

to maximize her expected profit, defined as the exploitation
value of O (if exploiting the opportunity) or the fallback v /0
(otherwise) minus the payment to the information provider
(if purchasing the information).

The above model can be mapped to various real-life prob-
lems. For example, the buyer can represent a company that
considers taking over its competitor. The true value of the
other company is uncertain however can be purchased from
an internal source that may increase the value of the infor-
mation it holds through PFID. The information provider’s
problem is thus, given an opportunity O and the true ex-
ploitation value v, which exploitation values to eliminate for
free and what price to set as the fee for revealing v in order
to maximize her expected profit.

Rational Buyers
We first analyze the best response strategies and the result-
ing equilibrium in case the buyer is fully rational and risk
neutral.

Buyer
In the absence of any preliminary information from the in-
formation provider, the buyer will choose to exploit oppor-
tunity O only if the expected exploitation value is greater
than the fallback value v /0. The buyer’s Expected Monetary
Value (EMV) is thus given by:

EMV (O) = max(∑
v∈V

v · p(v),v /0) (1)

If purchasing the information from the information
provider, the buyer’s decision is made under certainty. Here,
the buyer exploits O only in cases where the exploitation
value is greater than the fallback utility. The Expected Value
Under Certainty (EVUC) is thus given by:

EVUC(O) = ∑
v∈V

max(v,v /0) · p(v) (2)

The Value of the Information held by the informa-
tion provider to the buyer (denoted VoI onwards) is thus
VoI(O) = EVUC(O)−EMV (O) and this is the maximum
amount the buyer will be willing to pay for receiving the
true outcome.

Finally, when the information provider uses PFID, leaving
only a subset D of remaining applicable outcomes, the above
calculations still hold with some minor modifications:

VoI(D) = EVUC(D)−EMV (D) = (3)

∑
v∈D

max(v,v /0) ·Pr(v|D)−max(∑
v∈D

v ·Pr(v|D),v /0)

where Pr(v|D) is the posterior probability of the exploitation
value being v given the evidence D. Naively, the value of
Pr(v|D) should be calculated through a simple update of the
a priori probability p(v) as follows:

Pr(v|D) =

{
p(v)

∑y∈D p(y) if v ∈ D

0 otherwise
(4)

The above calculation is considered naive as it does not take
into consideration the strategic behavior of the information



provider. Recall that the information provider’s strategy is
a function S : V → D (and the corresponded prices to be
charged for revealing the true value, calculated as the VoI),
specifying for each outcome v ∈ V the subset D ⊆ V of re-
maining possible exploitation values. The strategy thus in-
duces a partition of the set V such that any two outcomes
vi and v j are in the same partition element if and only if
S(vi) = S(v j). Since in equilibrium the buyer is using her
best response strategy to the information provider’s strat-
egy, the posterior probabilities calculation taking place by
the buyer should be based on S and is given by:

Pr(v|D) =

{
p(v)

∑y|S(y)=D p(y) if S(v) = D

0 otherwise
(5)

Information Provider
As explained above, the information provider sets the cost
of her information providing service to VoI. The information
provider may attempt to maximize the VoI through PFID. In
this case we distinguish between having a naive buyer and a
strategic one.

Naive Buyer When the buyer does not take into con-
sideration the fact that the information provider is acting
strategically she uses the naive probability update accord-
ing to (4). For example, assume that V = {−100,0,100}
where all values are possible with equal probability, and
assume the fallback if not exploiting the opportunity
is v /0 = 0. Here VoI=33.3. However, if the information
provider uses S(−100) = S(100) = {−100,100} and S(0) =
{−100,0,100}, she can still charge 33.3 whenever v = 0
however charge 50 in case v ∈ {−100,100}. Generally,
when facing a naive buyer, the information provider should
choose for every value v ∈ V to eliminate all exploita-
tion values except those in D ⊆ V such that the difference
EVUC(D)−EMV (D) is maximized and charge exactly the
difference.

Strategic Buyer When the buyer is acting strategically,
however, the information provider cannot benefit from free
information disclosure, as stated in Proposition 1.

Proposition 1. The information provider’s expected profit
when using PFID is bounded (from above) by the expected
profit when not using it.

Proof. Since the information provider sets the price of her
service according the worth of the information, we need to
show that the expected VoI under certainty without PFID is
greater than with PFID. Meaning that the following holds:

EVUC(O)−EMV (O)≥∑
D
(EVUC(D)−EMV (D)) ·Pr(D)

(6)
where Pr(D) is the probability the buyer will receive the
information D, calculated according to: Pr(D) = ∑v∈D p(v).
Notice that EVUC(O) = ∑v∈V max(v,v /0) · p(v) =
∑D Pr(D)∑v∈D max(v,v /0) · Pr(v|D) = ∑D EVUC(D) ·

Pr(D). Therefore, in order for (6) to hold we only need to
prove that ∑D EMV (D) ·Pr(D)≥ EMV (O):

EMV (O) = max
(

∑
v∈V

v · p(v),v /0
)
= (7)

max
(
∑
D

Pr(D) ·∑
v∈D

v ·Pr(v|D),v /0
)
≤

∑
D

Pr(D) ·max
(

∑
v∈D

v ·Pr(v|D),v /0
)
=

∑
D

EMV (D) ·Pr(D)

Therefore, if both the information provider and the buyer
are fully rational and strategic, there is no point for the in-
formation provider to use PFID. In the following section,
however, we show experimentally that there is much value
in such strategy when the buyer is a person.

Irrational Buyers
In most real-world settings we expect to find people in the
role of the buyer. This section describes an experiment car-
ried out for testing the effectiveness of PFID in such a case.

Possible Failures in Decision Making
Prior work provides much evidence for people’s bounded ra-
tionality in decision making situations in the sense that they
do not adhere to rigid models of rationality and are easily
influenced by various external factors and biased towards
certain conclusions (Simon 1972; Levy and Sarne 2016;
Kahneman 2000; Hajaj, Hazon, and Sarne 2015; Kraus
2015). Specifically, for the strategic interaction settings con-
sidered in this paper we identify two possible causes for
irrational behavior that may affect the decision whether to
purchase the information offered. The first is people’s some-
how limited reasoning and computational capabilities that
may prevent the proper calculation of the value encapsulated
in the information according to the guidelines given in the
former section. The second is people’s failure to take into
consideration the strategic nature of the interaction with the
information provider. The implication of the latter is failure
to update the probabilities assigned to the different exploita-
tion values according to (5) and using the following naive
calculation instead:

Pr(v|D) =

{
p(v)

∑y∈D p(y) if S(v) = D

0 otherwise
(8)

Meaning that the buyer does not take into consideration the
reason the information provider decided to disclose D rather
than any other subset.

We note that prior literature contains evidence for both
above phenomena, i.e., people’s failure to take into con-
sideration the strategic aspect of an interaction (Eisen-
hardt and Zbaracki 1992) and failure to accurately calcu-
late the value of information (Kamar, Gal, and Grosz 2013;
Bazerman and Moore 2008). The extent of the effect, if any,
depends on the domain, the nature of the interaction and the
complexity of the underlying problem. Still, none of these
works consider a model similar to ours and the results re-
ported there cannot be trivially carried over to our case.



Among the two effects, the second clearly favors the use
of PFID in a way that increases the value of the informa-
tion held by the information provider whenever the buyer
follows (4). The effect of the inability to properly calculate
the value of information (i.e., even if taking into considera-
tion the strategic aspect of the interaction) when using PFID
is somehow vague, as it is not clear whether it will actu-
ally result in an increase or a decrease in the value buyers
see based on the information provided, even in cases where
VoI(D) increases. Our experiments were designed such that
both effects can be isolated to a great extent.

Experimental Framework
For our experiments we used a multi-round game called
“What’s In The Box?”, which captures the essence of the
basic underlying decision making problem in our model
without adding any externalities that may confuse partici-
pants. On each round in the game the player is introduced
with a box which contains a prize expressed in game points
(corresponding to an opportunity in our model). The avail-
able alternatives are to open the box (corresponding to ex-
ploiting it) or leave it unopened (opt-out). Along with the
box the player is also introduced with the possible values
of the prize in it (corresponding to the possible exploita-
tion values). Prize values can be either positive or negative,
each having an a priori equal chance. Prior to her decision
whether to open the box, the player can request to obtain
the identity of the prize in the box, i.e., completely disam-
biguate the uncertainty associated with the value. This latter
information is, however, costly, and the cost of obtaining it
(expressed in terms of game points) is provided to the player
prior to making her decision to request it. The player thus
needs to decide whether to purchase the information about
the true value of the prize in the box and then whether to
open the box. If choosing not to open the box the player
obtains zero game points (the fallback value). Finally, the
player moves on to the next game round, and the appropriate
adjustments to her total accumulated game points are made
(adding the prize (or actually reducing it in case its value is
negative) in case the box was opened and reducing the cost
of information if purchased). The goal of the player is to ac-
cumulate as many game points as possible throughout the
game.

We note that the primary reason for choosing a repeated
game where on each round the player is facing a different
decision problem instance (though of similar nature) was
to have people follow an EMV-based decision rule. Prior
work provides much evidence for the fact that in repeated-
play settings people’s strategies asymptotically approach the
EMV strategy as the number of repeated plays increases
(Klos, Weber, and Weber 2005; Keren 1987; Barron 2003).
The proper solution to the game, when taking an EMV-
maximizing approach is quite straightforward and follows
exactly the calculation given in the section dealing with ra-
tional buyers: the player should purchase the information if
EVUC(O)−EMV (O) (or EVUC(D)−EMV (D) when us-
ing PFID) is greater than its cost, and open the box only if
the value of the prize (or the expected value of the prize in
case the information is not purchased) is greater than zero.

Experimental Design
We implemented the “What’s In The Box?” game using
C#.net for the server side and Html5, css and Javascript
for the client side such that participants could interact with
the system using a relatively simple graphic interface. Fig-
ure 1 present a screen shot of the game where the player is
introduced to the possible values of the prize in the box (all
with the same probability) and the cost of purchasing the
true value. In this stage, the buttons provided to the player
to make her decision are disabled for the first ten seconds so
she is forced to spend some time thinking before making her
decision.

Figure 1: Screen shot of the game. See text for details.

In order to support free information disclosure, we en-
abled crossing out some of the possible values of the prize
in the box few seconds after they appear, so that the player
could still see the set of original values and those that have
been removed. At the end of each round the player received
a short summary detailing the change in her accumulated
game points, listing the prize obtained (if opening the box)
and the payment for the information (if purchased).
We used three different experimental treatments:

No Free Information Disclosure - where no free informa-
tion disclosure takes place, i.e., none of the values is crossed
out prior to the information purchase decision.

Free Information Disclosure by an Explicitly Strategic
Information Provider - where information is sold by a
strategic information provider that uses PFID. With this
treatment we did everything possible, from the UI point of
view, to make sure the player understands that values are
being eliminated by a self-interested agent that aims to max-
imize its own gain. Therefore the player was told that there
is additional player in the game, who gains from selling the
information to her. In each round, in addition to presenting
the player’s own accumulated score on the screen, we also
presented the information provider’s accumulated profit.

Free Information Disclosure by a Non Explicitly Strate-
gic Information Provider - where information is sold by



a strategic information provider, except that with no men-
tioning of the strategic considerations accounting for the dis-
closure of information. Participants were told that values are
removed by the “system” as a way of helping the player and
obviously there was no mentioning or reflection of the in-
formation provider (or its score) in the GUI. The idea in
including this treatment in our experiment was to see how
close will be the decisions of players under this treatment
to those exhibited in the second treatment. A great similarity
would indicate that people tend to ignore the strategic nature
of the information provider in the second treatment. The use
of PFID in the last two treatments followed the guidelines
provided at the end of the Naive buyer part in the Rational-
buyers section above (i.e., maximizing the expected profit
assuming facing a naive buyer).

In order to have better control over the experiment we
pre-generated a set of core problem settings. The values for
the different outcomes in each problem were integers ran-
domly picked within the range [−50,50]. In order to rea-
son about the effect of the number of values on the results
obtained we generated a total of 250 such problems, differ-
ing in their number of outcomes n, in a way that we had 50
problems for each number of outcomes n ∈ [3,7]. In order
to reason about the effect of the magnitude of the difference
between the value of information and its cost on people’s
ability to make the right decision, we took the cost to be
exogenously set (rather than setting it as VoI(O)).1 For this
purpose we created four problem instances based on each
core setting O (of the 250 mentioned) differing in the cost of
purchasing the information, setting the price of information
to: (1) 0.8·VoI(O); (2) 1.2·VoI(O); (3) 0.2·VoI(O); and (4)
1.8·VoI(O). In those few cases where VoI(O)=0 (e.g., when
all outcomes are positive) we randomly picked the cost of
information for each of the four resulting problem instances
(within the range [0,50]). The full set of problem instances is
available upon request from the corresponding author. Over-
all, in 48% of the problems a rational buyer should pur-
chase the information and in the remaining 52% she should
not, where the difference corresponds to those cases where
VoI(O)=0 (hence information should not be purchased re-
gardless of its price).

Participants were recruited and interacted through Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk (AMT) which has proven to be a well
established method for data collection in tasks which require
human intelligence (Paolacci, Chandler, and Ipeirotis 2010).
To prevent any carryover effect a “between subjects” de-
sign was used, assigning each participant to one treatment
only. The compensation for taking part in the experiment
was composed of a show-up fee (the basic “HIT”) and also
included a bonus, which was a direct outcome of the par-
ticipant’s performances in the experiment (measured as the
amount of accumulated game points), in order to encourage
thoughtful participation—one cent bonus for each 10 game

1As otherwise, if the information provider sets the price to be
exactly VoI(O) even the slightest deviation in the calculation of
the value of information may lead to wrong results, precluding a
genuine analysis of the extent to which people are affected by their
failure to take the information provider as a strategic agent.

points accumulated. Each participant received thorough in-
structions of the game rules, the compensation terms and her
goal in the game. Then, participants were asked to engage in
practice games until stating that they understood the game
rules (with a strict requirement for playing at least two prac-
tice games). Prior to moving on to the actual games, partici-
pants had to correctly answer a short quiz, making sure they
fully understand the game and the compensation method. Fi-
nally, participants were requested to play a sequence of 20
rounds, where the problem instance used for each round was
randomly picked from the pool of 1000 problem instances
described above (with no repetition).

During the game, we logged all player actions along
the different phases (instructions, training, quiz and actual
game). We had four classifications for each player’s infor-
mation purchasing decision: whenever purchasing the infor-
mation, the decision was classified as “good” if the VoI is
greater than or equal to its cost (and “bad” otherwise). Sim-
ilarly, whenever not purchasing, the decision was classified
as “good” if the VoI is lower than or equal to its cost (and
“bad” otherwise). The above was calculated in all three treat-
ments according to the naive VoI calculation as described in
(8). For the two treatments that use PFID, we repeated the
calculation by taking the VoI to be calculated according to
(5) assuming the information provider applies the PFID as
described above.

Results
Overall, we had 300 participants taking part in our experi-
ments, 100 for each experiment, each playing 20 rounds ac-
cording to the above design. Participants ranged in age (18-
81, average 34.5) and gender (57% men and 43% women),
with a fairly balanced division between treatments.

The analysis of the results shows that our virtual informa-
tion provider managed to substantially improve the overall
profit from selling information when using PFID, compared
to when not using it. The following table details the average
per-game (20 rounds) profit obtained with each of the three
treatments and the number of instances in which the player
purchased the information.

Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3
Avg.Total Profit 57.2 73.6 77.4

# of sales 1030 1206 1189

The above table reflects an increase of 29% and 35% (both
statistically significant using t−test, p< 0.005) in the infor-
mation provider’s profit through PFID (compared to when
not using it), when presenting the information provider as a
fully strategic player (treatment 2) and when avoiding any
mentioning of its strategic nature (treatment 3), respectively.
The improvement in expected profit due to not presenting
the information provider as a strategic player (i.e., in the
transition from treatments 2 to 3) is 5% (non statistically
significant using t − test, p > 0.5). Similarly, the number
of instances in which the information provider managed to
sell the information she was holding when using PFID (i.e.,
(treatments 2 and 3), increased by 17% and 15% (both sta-



Figure 2: Classification (using naive VoI calculation) of decisions made in all treatments.

tistically significant using t− test, p < 0.005) with the two
information-disclosure treatments (and a minor reduction of
1% in the transition in-between the last two (non statistically
significant using t− test, p > 0.5)). The insignificant differ-
ences between the profits obtained with treatments 2 and 3,
as well as further similarities observed in the in-depth anal-
ysis of the results, as reported in the following paragraphs,
suggest that people do not take into consideration the strate-
gic aspect of the problem they are facing in this domain.
One additional evidence that strengthens this latter hypoth-
esis can be found in the performance achieved in the third
treatment. If the players were fully rational as far as the com-
putation of the VoI is concerned, yet still naive in the sense
of not taking the information provider to be strategic, then
the theoretical expected profit of the information provider
based on the 1000 problem instances is 85.76. The informa-
tion provider in the third treatment, the one that emulates this
exact scenario, managed to reach a very close profit (77.4).

Figure 2 provides a more detailed investigation concern-
ing the sources of the improvement achieved with PFID. It
depicts the break-down of the total 2000 information pur-
chase decisions made in each treatment into the four differ-
ent classifications described in the experimental design sec-
tion (based on naive VoI calculation). Considering the chart
that summarizes the results obtained when not using PFID
(most left), we observe that the general success of people
with the tested settings is 69%, with relatively similar chance
of choosing the wrong action according to the two classifica-
tions (either purchase when better not to purchase and vice
versa). These latter findings suggest that people are indeed
unable to properly calculate the value of information to some
extent. With the information providers using PFID we ob-
serve that the percentage of instances in which information
is purchased increases from 51% to 60% (regardless of how
the information provider was presented to the players). Inter-
estingly, in the second and third treatments the percentage of
cases where information was purchased out of those where
it should not had been (23/54 = 30% and 25/76 = 33%,
respectively) or when not purchased out of those where it
should had been (26%,37%) did not change much between
treatments. This, as well as the relatively similar division
into the four classifications observed within the charts cor-
responding to the second and third treatments, indicate, once
again, that it is people’s failure to consider the information

provider to be strategic that accounts for most of the im-
provement achieved in the information provider’s profit. The
inability to accurately calculate the value of information is
definitely reflected in the results, as explained above, yet its
impact is only secondary to the primary effect.

Figure 3: Players’ success rate in the different treatments.

Figure 3 depicts the average success rate of players in
their decision of whether to purchase the information from
the information provider, as a function of the benefit in pur-
chasing it (VoI-cost) in the different treatments. The success
rate is measured as the percentage of decisions classified as
“good” out of all those made. For each of the two treatments
using PFID we included two curves. The first refers to clas-
sifications according to the naive calculation of the VoI and
the second according to the calculation that takes all strate-
gic considerations into account. From the graph we observe
that people are quite good in realizing that purchasing the in-
formation is beneficial (or not beneficial) whenever the dif-
ference between the true value of the information and its
cost is substantial. The greater the difference, the better the
quality of the decision people make.

The fact that the two curves corresponding to the naive
information value calculation under PFID almost entirely
coincide with the curve corresponding to not using PFID
suggests that people completely fail to consider the strate-
gic behavior of the information provider. The improvement



achieved in the information provider’s profit is thus primar-
ily through the increase in the number of instances where the
value of information becomes greater than its cost. Indeed,
even with PFID people still reflect the same computational
difficulties in reasoning about the benefit in purchasing the
information, however since the overall number of “benefi-
cial” instances increases so does the number of times infor-
mation is purchased. The two curves representing the quality
of people’s decisions when the VoI calculation takes strate-
gic considerations into account are very close. Their general
behavior also reflects better success whenever the benefit in
purchasing the information is relatively high or low, though
their center point is shifted compared to the others. These
two insights complement all the findings reported so far re-
lated to the role of the two hypothesized reasons in generat-
ing the benefit PFID achieves.

Related work
Decision making under uncertainty and reasoning about the
value of information are prevalent themes in AI, commonly
used in areas such as active learning, observation selection
(also referred to as “set selection” and “prediction models
for active learning” (Zhang 2010; Bilgic and Getoor 2011))
and user interaction (Kapoor, Horvitz, and Basu 2007;
Krause and Guestrin 2009; Tolpin and Shimony 2012). Its
main usage is as a sensitivity analysis technique to rate
the usefulness of various information sources and to decide
whether pieces of evidence are worth acquisition before ac-
tually using them (Liao and Ji 2008).

In human-computer interaction, much effort has been
placed on modeling the user’s attentional state in order to
reason about the cost of (and consequently the benefit in)
requesting information from the user or providing her with
some information held by the system (Yakout et al. 2011;
Horvitz et al. 2003; Hui and Boutilier 2006). While the un-
derlying value of information calculation in these works is
similar to ours, the information provider/requester they con-
sider is fully cooperative in the sense that it attempts to max-
imize the user’s expected benefit instead of its benefit from
selling the information to the user as in our case.

Much work can be found in the multi-agent litera-
ture studying strategic information providers that can dis-
ambiguate the uncertainty associated with the opportuni-
ties available to agents (Sarne, Alkoby, and David 2014a;
Moscarini and Smith 2003; Azoulay-Schwartz and Kraus
2004). These, however, primarily deal with the question of
information pricing and do not incorporate the option for
selectively disclosing some of the information in order to in-
crease the chance for a purchase. Those that do consider the
option to use selective information disclosure (in more com-
plex decision settings, where the method can theoretically
matter even when taking the strategic aspect of the interac-
tion) (Alkoby, Sarne, and Das 2015; Hajaj and Sarne 2014),
or even those that studied the role of information revela-
tion (Dufwenberg and Gneezy 2002; Eső and Szentes 2007;
Ganuza and Penalva 2010), typically assume the informa-
tion consumers are fully rational agents.

The idea itself of selective information disclosure for af-
fecting people’s behavior is not new in general and can be

found in various other literature (Thaler and Sunstein 2008;
Sheena 2010; Azaria et al. 2012; Hajaj, Hazon, and Sarne
2016; Peled, Kraus, and others 2015; Azaria et al. 2016).
It has been justified in prior literature mainly as means for
increasing user loyalty, attracting potential users, inducing
repeated service requests or influencing the user’s behavior
(Rysman 2009; Elmalech, Sarne, and Grosz 2015). Never-
theless, to the best of our knowledge, an empirical investi-
gation of the benefit in free information disclosure in order
to promote information purchase by people has not been car-
ried out to date.

Conclusions
The encouraging results reported in the results section sug-
gest that information providers can benefit much from free
information disclosure when facing human buyers. The im-
portance of this finding is primarily due to the fact that real-
world information buyers are human (as opposed to fully
rational agents), the extensive penetration of strategic infor-
mation providers to almost any field in our lives and the
wide applicability of the underlying decision making model
used. These results will be valuable both for practitioners de-
veloping information providing platforms and applications
and for researchers who hopefully will see the potential in
continuing this line of work and design and test more ad-
vanced methods for improving information providers’ rev-
enues when interacting with people, based on the insights
provided in this paper.

The results’ analysis unfolds the main reason for the suc-
cess of the proposed approach: it is primarily people’s fail-
ure to consider the strategic nature of the interaction that
precludes a proper judgment. Therefore, an increase in the
naive value of certainty translates to an almost identical in-
crease in its value in the eyes of the buyer.

In future work we plan to add the price-setting capability
into the information provider’s strategy. In our experiments,
the price was exogenously set for the reasons mentioned in
the experimental design section. Having control both over
the price asked and the information disclosed prior to the
buyer’s decision whether to purchase the information can
certainly increase the information provider’s profit. Still, this
requires learning the mutual effects of these two parameters,
as irrational buyers may be affected by different combina-
tions of price and disclosed information in various ways.
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